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Abstract: Microscopic traffic simulations have become increasingly important for research targeting connected vehicles. They are especially appreciated for enabling investigations targeting large areas, which would be practically impossible or too expensive in the real world. However, such large-scale simulation scenarios often lack validation with real-world measurements since these data are often not available. To overcome this issue, this work integrates probe counts from floating car data as reference counts to model a large-scale microscopic traffic scenario with high-resolution detector data. To integrate the frequent probe counts, a road network matching is required. Thus, a novel road network matching method based on a decision tree classifier is proposed. The classifier automatically adjusts its cosine similarity and Hausdorff distance-based similarity metrics to match the network’s requirements. The approach performs well with an $F_1$-score of 95.6%. However, post-processing steps are required to produce a sufficiently consistent detector dataset for the subsequent traffic simulation. The finally modeled traffic shows a good agreement of 95.1% with upscaled probe counts and no unrealistic traffic jams, teleports, or collisions in the simulation. We conclude that probe counts can lead to consistent traffic simulations and, especially with increasing and consistent penetration rates in the future, help to accurately model large-scale microscopic traffic simulations.
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1. Introduction

Microscopic traffic simulation has become increasingly interesting for the telecommunication networking community [1]. Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs), an enabling technology for autonomous driving, road safety, and hazard information services [2], can hardly be tested in the real world since test cases are barely possible to reproduce, large-scale tests are extremely costly, and failures would risk people’s physical integrity [3]. Similarly, the additional sensors required for autonomous driving may unfold their total potential only if their information is shared with other vehicles—if they perform collaborative sensing. However, there are some challenges associated with these upcoming technologies: depending on the high relative speed of the vehicles, the concerned V2V communication is complicated [4], and a microscopic traffic simulation is needed as the basis for a network simulator (e.g., [5]). Thus, traffic simulations are an essential tool for researching and developing novel technologies. Nonetheless, the need for accurate and detailed microscopic traffic simulation also poses some challenges. Generally, a traffic simulation requires three kinds of inputs: network data, an additional traffic infrastructure, and traffic demand [6]. Demand modeling is a complex task usually realized with an origin–destination (O-D) matrix [7]. For an area divided into different traffic analysis zones, an O-D matrix contains information on how many vehicles move from one zone to another [8]. Usually, this information is derived from surveys and census data [7]. Still, validating a microscopic traffic simulation resulting from the demographic input data is
difficult [9] since real-world measurements with a high resolution are hard to retrieve and have limited availability [10].

More recent developments have helped alleviate this problem. Advanced communications technologies have enabled the rise of floating car data (FCD), which can provide information on speed, travel time, and route choice proportions [11], so that also traffic flow and traffic congestion information can be derived [12]. With higher penetration rates, more and more FCD products have become available, including traffic density information based on probe counts (e.g., [13]). These offer a much higher spatial resolution than traditional detector data from permanent automatic counting stations. Yet, their penetration rate is limited and often unknown.

This work shows with a case study of a SUMO simulation, as introduced in [6], how probe count data and traffic counts from permanent automatic counting stations can jointly serve as input for a large-scale microscopic traffic simulation covering an area of 930 km². The approach consists of three steps: First, the probe counts are extracted, alongside the data from counting stations and upscaled accordingly. Second, we propose a simple, easily applicable, and well-generalizable road-network-matching approach to map the street segments from the network with probe counts to the street segments of the network for the traffic simulation. Third, we provide a qualitative and quantitative evaluation of the microscopic simulation results to understand the consistency of road network matching and the floating car data.

2. Related Works

Relevant research branches for this paper are existing works on large-scale microscopic traffic simulations and road network matching approaches. To compare this work to existing solutions, we searched for microscopic simulation scenarios modeling areas greater than 100 km². Because our approach differs in the demand source, which is probe data, it also requires another way to integrate this data source into the simulation. With the demand source given as probe counts for segments in a street network, that network (or at least the street segments with probe counts) needs to be matched with the OpenStreetMap (OSM) road segments serving as a basis for the SUMO simulation. The problem is that, although we have the precise coordinates of street segments in both maps, the street segments belonging to the same street often significantly differ in their lengths and, sometimes, also in their shape and exact location. Thus, we also reviewed current road-network-matching methods.

2.1. Large-Scale Microscopic Traffic Simulations

Previous research has already provided some examples of large-scale microscopic traffic scenarios, which are listed in Table 1. Except Bieker et al. [14], who used Vissim, all simulations were run in SUMO. While these have in common that O-D matrices are used for demand modeling, the inputs to create the O-D matrices differ. Uppoor et al. [1], Lobo et al. [3], and Codecá et al. [15] employed demographic data for their city-scale scenarios. Uppoor et al. [1] relied on data on Cologne’s population’s home locations and socio-demographic characteristics, the city’s points of interest, and the inhabitants’ time-use patterns, derived from reports from more than 7000 households. Rapelli et al. [16] received an O-D matrix from a traffic operation center whose demographic data resulted from metropolitan surveys. In contrast, Codecá et al. [15] fed more general statistics on the population (e.g., age distribution) into SUMO’s ACTIVITYGEN tool to model traffic demand. This procedure resembles Lobo et al.’s [3] approach, which collected information on inhabitants, workplaces and locations, employment, vehicles, and householders and used ACTIVITYGEN for the final demand modeling.

Other studies leveraged traffic count data from traffic authorities. Those may result from traffic cameras, induction loops, or other traffic sensors and are often enriched by floating car data. Ketabi et al. [17] based their O-D matrix on information from traffic cameras. A simulation without an O-D matrix was performed by Bieker et al. [14]. Their Vissim simulation followed the flow measurements from 636 detectors in the City of Bologna.
Gonzalez-Delicado et al. [10] and Guastella et al. [9] realized similar approaches with SUMO. Gonzalez-Delicado et al. [10] aligned their SUMO simulation’s traffic flows with measurements from 99 induction loops with Cadys [18]. Similarly, Guastella et al. [9] created an allowlist of trips with RANDOMTRIPS. They applied ROUTESAMPLER and traffic count data to model routes and demand. In addition, they evaluated how accurately collaborative IoT agents equipped with sensors and access to historical data could estimate missing detector data.

Table 1. Large-scale microscopic traffic simulations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City (Year)</th>
<th>Area in km²</th>
<th>N Trips</th>
<th>Running Vehicles</th>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Demand Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cologne [1]</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>700,000</td>
<td>up to 15,000</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>demographic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bologna [14]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 h</td>
<td>detectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg [15]</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>detectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London [17]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2 h</td>
<td>detectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanghai [19]</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>taxi fleet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicante-Murcia [10]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>9 days</td>
<td>detectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turin [16] (2022)</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>2,202,814</td>
<td>up to 20,000</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>demographic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ingolstadt [3]</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>24 h</td>
<td>demographic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brussels [9]</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>16 h</td>
<td>detectors, HybridIoT detectors, probe counts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This work</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>18,874</td>
<td>about 4300</td>
<td>1 h</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The term “detector” embraces traffic cameras and induction loops in this table. “N Trips” refers to the total number of trips from vehicles in the respective simulation scenario. “Period” denotes the duration of the modeled simulation scenario. ¹ Not applicable since the scenario is a freeway scenario. The length of the freeway segment was given as 97 km. ² No number given by the authors. Estimation based on inspecting the map images they provided.

What differentiates this work from these earlier approaches is that constraints with a very high spatial resolution, i.e., a number for almost every street segment in the simulation, are available through floating car data. While we used this information to model realistic traffic demands, the potential may be even bigger for addressing the problems stressed by [10]: the same products and procedures can be used to validate simulated road occupancy and traffic speeds. This paper proposes a method to include probe counts from floating car data into OpenStreetMap, serving as a basis for a microscopic traffic simulation.

2.2. Road Matching

An essential step for integrating probe counts linked to street segments from private companies with OpenStreetMap data is to match the respective road networks. Relevant works are subsumed with the terms road matching, road network matching, or, more generally, spatial conflation. Yu and Liu [20] deliberately integrated human interaction into their matching method. After a similarity-based preliminary matching, potential matches with high uncertainty were passed to humans for manual inspection. The matching parameters were updated based on the subsequently updated pool of labeled samples. Wu et al. [21] formulated the road matching as a minimal cost flow problem [22], minimizing the difference in the features between the two given datasets. After applying the optimization algorithm with only buffer overlap of candidate pairs, they introduced the features angle,
flow, and shortest-path-based constraint to reduce ambiguities. Comparing their method to other approaches applied to the same datasets revealed that their method significantly outperformed previous approaches. Zuo et al. [23] and Guo et al. [24] emphasized the benefit of integrating strokes for road matching. A stroke is the line resulting from concatenating neighboring road segments. Guo et al.’s four-step approach included data preprocessing, entire stroke matching, partial stroke matching, and detection and matching of roundabouts. Hacar and Gökgöz [25] summed up similarity scores from various similarity metrics to determine matching road segments.

Since the authors applied their approaches to different road networks and there were network-specific characteristics such as how cellular the network is, the comparability of the approaches’ performances is limited. Even if an approach is compared to other methods on the same network (see [21]), how the comparison would look with other road networks remains unclear. This work proposes an approach that is easily applicable to all types of networks since, after passing a labeled and representative subset, the machine learning algorithm will select features for similarity calculation and the respective features and how they fit best for the networks to be matched.

3. Methodology
3.1. Overview

The overall idea is to use a high-resolution traffic count dataset to obtain very accurate constraints for traffic generation. The Tomtom traffic stats [13] offer a dataset with probe numbers for each street segment. However, the probe counts do not reflect the total number of vehicles passing specific street segments; only a share is available to Tomtom. Thus, a “true” count from a traffic authority is still required, with the disadvantage of a significantly lower spatial resolution. We, thus, decided to upscale data from Tomtom at each street segment with a constant factor derived from BAYSIS [26] traffic counts from permanent automatic counting stations, which are displayed in Figure 1. Subsequently, the resulting total traffic count numbers for each street segment shall be input for a traffic simulation. We realized this in SUMO by creating an edge data file for the ROUTESAMPLER. An edge data file is a file specifying the number of cars entering an edge in the simulation in a given period. The following XML code shows an exemplary edge data file structure with an extract from this work’s edge data file:

```
<data>
  <interval id="1" begin="0" end="3599">
    <edge id="-1009301209" entered="20"/>
    <edge id="-1010139007" entered="215"/>
    <edge id="-1010774407" entered="145"/>
    ...
  </interval>
  ...
</data>
```

In this paper’s understanding, an edge denotes a directed street segment with a defined start and end node or junction, respectively. An edge can include multiple parallel lanes.

A problem to be solved before the edge data file can be created is that traffic counts exist for street segments provided by Tomtom, which are missing information needed as valid SUMO input, such as traffic signals or lane numbers. Thus, we used OpenStreetMap data retrieved via OSMWebWizard to create a map for SUMO. As a result, the OSM street segments, i.e., edges, required a mapping to Tomtom street segments. A custom road-network-matching method yielded the mapping. Figure 2 displays the interaction of all methods.
3.2. Road Networks for Simulation

To have both OSM and Tomtom traffic stats data in the same sumolib layout, we created a SUMO map using SUMO netconvert. For OpenStreetMap, we only considered the highway types motorway, trunk, primary, secondary, and tertiary. The excluded highway types were unclassified, i.e., minor roads that serve another purpose than to access properties, and residential roads (see [27]). A similar, yet finer Tomtom network layout results from including the functional road classes 0 to 6. Those functional road classes included motorways, freeways, major roads (0); major roads less important than motorways (1); other major roads (2); secondary roads (3); local connecting roads (4); local roads of high importance (5); and local roads (6) (see [28]). Local roads of minor importance (7) and other roads (8) were excluded. Figure 1 shows the two road networks.

Figure 1. The road network from different perspectives. The turquoise dots show where the BAY-SIS [26] counting stations are located. The blue and gray lines display the road network representations after selecting the relevant road categories for the Tomtom map from [13] and OpenStreetMap (OSM).

Figure 2. The methods in this paper: Green boxes represent SUMO functions, red boxes probe or traffic counts, and the yellow boxes data sources or applications outside SUMO.
3.3. Traffic Count Numbers

The traffic count data for the simulation were from 7 October 2022, a Friday with mixed weather conditions. We took sample counts for one hour from 11:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., when the traffic flow between the directions of the highways was roughly even. From the BAYSIS count stations, we took the hourly average from 11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m. to extrapolate the Tomtom data. We identified 16 permanent automated count stations, resulting in 32 traffic counts (two directions per count station). For each traffic count, we compared the count with the corresponding Tomtom passenger car probe count(s) of the road section. The median of the 32 factors served as a constant upscaling factor. The distribution of factors suggests that lower Tomtom probe counts (of normal roads as opposed to highways) correspond to a lower proportion of probe counts, i.e., they would require a higher upscaling factor. As our sample size of traffic counts was small and there were only a few count points on ordinary roads (three), we did not have enough data to adequately account for this effect. We accepted the median value for upscaling all road types. However, while our upscaled traffic counts on highways are almost completely correct, vehicles on ordinary roads might be underrepresented in our edge data file.

3.4. Road Network Matching

We first mapped the Tomtom street segments to OpenStreetMap street segments to obtain an edge data file. Several approaches exist, and several geometric, semantic, topological, and contextual measures, e.g., strokes, have evolved [24]. While semantic information is available for our maps, its employment is minimal since, in the Tomtom data, highway entrances have the same labels as the highways themselves. At the same time, OpenStreetMap has a separate category for highway entrances, so there is no common differentiation between highways and highway entrances in our OSM and Tomtom data. However, those, in particular, would benefit greatly from this information because the geometric characteristics between a motorway and the connected motorway on-ramp segment can be very similar. Topological measures are also tricky since they are based on node degrees [24], which we cannot correctly retrieve anymore after having excluded less prioritized street types.

Consequently, we decided to only use geometric information, i.e., coordinates, to match Tomtom and OSM street segments. Because the street segments in both data sets offered a wide range of lengths in their street segments, we could not employ a simple distance metric like calculating the distance of the midpoints in both street segments. Also, there was no information on the edge level regarding the direction of a street segment. That information was implicitly given with the ordering of the coordinates defining a road segment. Hence, we derived the necessity of at least two kinds of calculations for an accurate matching of the street segments comprising both road networks: we needed to account for the direction of a street segment and employed a non-trivial distance metric including some kind of maximum distance and shape information to find the corresponding street segments in both data sets. While there have been various similarity and threshold- or score-based approaches to road network matching (e.g., [25,29]), their accuracies vary on different data sets. To have a method that automatically finds optimal threshold values for a given data set, we employed a machine learning (ML) method to be trained and evaluated on a small, manually labeled sample network and then applied to the target network. We displayed nearby Tomtom and OSM street segments for labeling using a modified version of the labeling tool introduced in [30]. As features capturing distance and shape, we selected Fréchet distance [31], Hausdorff distance [31], and modified Hausdorff distance [24]. As solely shape-based metrics, we employed sinuosity similarity [25]. To compare the directions of vectorized line strings, we implemented cosine similarity.

Since multiple metrics targeted the same characteristics (distance, shape, and direction), we assumed redundancy in our features. Thus, we trained the ML model explained in Section 3.4.3 with all features and checked their importance afterward. Only cosine similarity and modified Hausdorff distance remained as selected features.
3.4.1. Similarity Metrics

In [32], the Hausdorff distance $H$ for two point sets $A = \{a_1, ..., a_n\}$ and $B = \{b_1, ..., b_m\}$ is defined as

$$H(A, B) = \max(h(A, B), h(B, A)), \tag{1}$$

where

$$h(A, B) = \max_{a \in A} \min_{b \in B} ||a - b||. \tag{2}$$

$||a - b||$ represents some norm, for example, the Euclidean norm. The modified Hausdorff distance is designed to be more robust against noise, which is also desired in road-network-matching applications and follows a slightly different definition of $h(A, B)$ [24], which is

$$h(A, B) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{a \in A} \min_{b \in B} ||a - b||, \tag{3}$$

where $N$ is the number of nodes in $A$.

Cosine similarity is a metric that gives the similarity of two vectors. If the two vectors point in the same direction, the cosine similarity is 1; if they point in opposite directions, the cosine similarity is $-1$. The formula for calculating the cosine similarity of two vectors $\mathbf{a}$ and $\mathbf{b}$ is [33]

$$\text{cosine similarity} = \frac{\mathbf{a} \cdot \mathbf{b}}{||\mathbf{a}|| \cdot ||\mathbf{b}||} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i b_i}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} a_i^2} \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} b_i^2}}. \tag{4}$$

Similarity metrics that are not part of the final road-matching model in this paper are presented in Appendix A.

3.4.2. Preprocessing

All overlapping Tomtom edges with a buffer of 10 m were considered candidates for each OSM edge. Next, the edges were pruned so that only the line strings’ overlapping or parallel parts were considered for further analysis. For those pruned line strings, we calculated the similarity metrics. If there were different numbers of coordinate pairs defining candidate pair line strings, the one with fewer coordinates was interpolated to the same number of coordinates. We only included manually matched Tomtom–OSM pairs with overlap greater than 30% of the shorter edge’s length. After this step, 222 non-matches and 2193 matches remained. Since this significant imbalance might interfere with the aim of unbiased ML training, we employed the imblean [34] RandomOverSampler to train with a balanced dataset.

3.4.3. The ML Model

Since we expected straightforward relations between our features, such as “Tomtom edge XYZ matches OSM edge ABC if their cosine similarity is greater than 0.9 and the modified Hausdorff distance is smaller than 10 m”, we considered tree-based classifiers, which represent if–then rules [35], the most natural choice. The specific classifiers of consideration were a single decision tree and a gradient-boosted trees ensemble learner with theoretically better performance, especially if trees grow large (see [36]), but limited explainability due to the high number of trees.

The goal of a decision tree is to perfectly partition the data into the expected classes, which would be in our case 1 for “Tomtom edge XYZ matches OSM edge ABC” or “Tomtom edge XYZ does not match OSM edge ABC”. A decision tree learns by selecting an attribute based on its information gain, which means the expected reduction of entropy [35] until a perfect partitioning is achieved or the tree has grown to a pre-defined maximum depth. The formula of the information gain for an attribute $A$ (e.g., cosine similarity) relative to a collection of examples $S$ (e.g., a set of candidate pairs of OSM: Tomtom edge matches with a known ground truth) is defined as
Gain(S, A) = Entropy(S) − ∑_{v∈Values(A)} \frac{|S_v|}{|S|} Entropy(S_v) \tag{5}

with

\text{Entropy}(S) = \sum_{i=1}^{c} p_i \log_2 p_i, \tag{6}

where \(c\) is the number of possible target values for the target attribute (in our case, classes 1 and 0) and \(p_i\) is the proportion of examples in \(S\) belonging to class \(i\) [35]. There is a small extension to this procedure for continuous-valued attributes; still, the attribute with the highest information gain is chosen. However, the rules shall not target specific values, but threshold values. To achieve this, the values for an attribute first are sorted. Then, the gaps between adjacent examples’ values with different target classes are considered candidate thresholds. Finally, the highest information gain threshold is selected after calculating the information gain for the candidate thresholds [35].

After some experimentation, an sklearn [37] decision tree with a maximum depth of three, min samples split of 10, and entropy criterion served as the classifier. Figure 3 depicts the resulting model. The gradient-boosted trees did not consistently outperform the low-depth decision tree, whereas the decision tree consistently relied on cosine similarity and modified Hausdorff distance as the only features. Five-fold cross-validation evaluates a mean accuracy of 98.2% and an F₁-score of 98.2% for the decision tree. While the evaluation metrics for the gradient-boosted trees were slightly better, as Table 2 shows, its performance on the subset from the big dataset for the simulation application was slightly worse.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F₁-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decision tree</td>
<td>98.2</td>
<td>97.8</td>
<td>98.7</td>
<td>98.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient boosting</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td>99.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 The features are modified Hausdorff distance, sinuosity similarity, and cosine similarity. The sklearn [37] implementation with the following hyperparameters was employed: n_estimators = 25, max_depth = 3, min_samples_split = 10, learning_rate = 0.25. The highest score in each column is highlighted in bold.

Thus, we applied the decision tree model to the whole dataset before we scaled up the Tomtom probe counts for the matched Tomtom edges and created an edge data file. When multiple Tomtom edges were mapped to one OSM edge, we assigned the median
probe count of the Tomtom edges to the OSM edge. Further, we calculated for each edge in the edge data file the difference of its count number to its predecessor and successor edge and excluded non-fringe edges where the relative deviation exceeded 35%, and the absolute deviation exceeded 100 vehicles per hour. After this step, 4214 of 5646 counting stations remained.

3.5. The SUMO Traffic Simulation

Besides the constraints provided by the edge data file, the ROUTESAMPLER requires an allowlist of potential routes before selecting the most appropriate routes for the simulation. Thus, we let RANDOMTRIPS generate an allowlist of potential routes. The parameters were set to a fringe factor of 50, meaning routes were 50-times more likely to start with an edge without a predecessor or successor. The random routing factor was 2, meaning completing a route may take at most twice as long as the fastest route with the same origin and destination would take. We further set the minimum route length to 4500 m, the speed exponent to four, favoring edges with a higher speed limit, and the repetition rate to 0.02 to generate many routes.

Before the ROUTESAMPLER selected routes from the generated set, we removed obvious U-turns from the route set by removing all routes that included subsequent edges that had the same from- and to-node, but reversed. With 36,817 routes removed, 150,155 routes remained. The ROUTESAMPLER then selected the routes to fulfill the 4214 edge data constraints optimally. The parameters included a minimum of three counting stations for each route and an unlimited number of iterations for the optimization. Finally, we executed a SUMO simulation with a step length of 1.0 s.

After all the steps described, a first simulation run was executed using the SUMO GUI. A qualitative inspection ensured no traffic jams due to implausible routes or vehicle driving behavior. At some places on the street network, there were apparent errors, which we corrected with two measures: First, we extended the share of manually labeled Tomtom–OSM relations with edges with an evident road-network-matching error. These errors especially concerned highway entrances where the road-matching ML model could not correctly distinguish the entrance and the actual motorway. If problems persisted even after this step, we checked the final traffic counts assigned to the edges around the one where a problem had occurred and adjusted them manually to enforce consistency. We applied one iteration of the same procedure to the 50 edge counts with the highest input and output count mismatches presented by the ROUTESAMPLER mismatch output file.

3.6. Evaluation Metrics

To evaluate the road-network-matching approach, we relied on the metrics accuracy, precision, recall, and F₁-score (e.g., [38]), which are defined as

\[
\text{Accuracy} = \frac{tp + tn}{tp + tn + fp + fn},
\]
\[
\text{Precision} = \frac{tp}{tp + fp},
\]
\[
\text{Recall} = \frac{tp}{tp + fn},
\]
\[
\text{F}_1\text{-score} = 2 \cdot \frac{\text{Precision} \cdot \text{Recall}}{\text{Precision} + \text{Recall}}.
\]

\(tp\) refers to “true positive”, \(fn\) refers to “false negative”, \(tn\) refers to “true negative”, and \(fp\) denotes a “false positive”.

In addition, to analyze to what extent the route sampling after ROUTESAMPLER matches the upscaled probe count data, we inspected the mismatches for the respective
edges with an affinity index and the Geoffrey E. Havers (GEH) statistic. The GEH statistic (e.g., [39]) is calculated with the formula

$$\text{GEH} = \sqrt{\frac{2 \cdot (M - C)^2}{M + C}}. \quad (11)$$

$C$ is the true observed flow, while $M$ is the flow in the simulation model. The units for $M$ and $C$ are usually (also, in this paper) vehicles per hour. This results in a unit for GEH of $\frac{\text{vehicles}}{\text{hour}}$ and a metric that is hard to interpret. The most intuitive interpretation is to understand GEH as the geometric mean of the absolute and the relative difference between counted and simulated values (for a deduction, see [40]). Edges considered a good fit have GEH values below five, while edges with GEH values above ten do not fit well [41].

As a further metric, we employed an affinity index resembling the evaluation in [16]. We define the affinity index for our application as the minimum divided by the maximum of upscaled probe count $C$ and simulation count $M$:

$$\text{Affinity} = \frac{\min(M, C)}{\max(M, C)}. \quad (12)$$

### 4. Results

#### 4.1. Road Network Matching

To evaluate the performance of the road-matching ML models, we manually labeled the matching Tomtom edges for 255 randomly selected OSM edges, resulting in 1028 OSM–Tomtom pairs after applying the preprocessing filters. For all metrics except recall in Table 3, the single decision tree slightly outperformed the ensemble of 25 gradient-boosted trees. We, thus, decided to use the single decision tree for our subsequent road-matching activities and as the basis for the following traffic simulation steps.

**Table 3.** Evaluation results for the decision tree and gradient-boosted trees.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
<th>Precision</th>
<th>Recall</th>
<th>F$_1$-Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decision tree</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>92.7</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td>95.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gradient boosting</td>
<td>92.9</td>
<td>91.8</td>
<td>99.0</td>
<td>95.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The highest score in each column is highlighted in bold.

Table 4 displays the confusion matrix for the decision tree predictions. The resulting evaluation metrics are an accuracy of 93.5%, precision of 92.7%, recall of 98.8%, and F$_1$-score of 95.6%.

**Table 4.** Confusion matrix for road-network-matching model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Match</th>
<th>Non-match</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prediction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Match</td>
<td>732</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-match</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>741</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>1028</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Two examples of false predictions of the road-network-matching model are shown in Figure 4. In the first example, the modified Hausdorff distance is 5.05 m, and the cosine similarity is 0.988. The roads are similar, but do not point in the exact same direction. However, they describe the same entity in the two different maps. In the second example, the roads are not parallel and do not describe the same entity because the OSM edge is a road leading into the edge from the Tomtom network. However, only the subsequent OSM edge will describe the same road as the subsequent Tomtom edge. Still, the ML model wrongly predicts the edges to describe the same street segment. The modified Hausdorff
distance for the second example is 11.34 m, and the cosine similarity is 0.994. The decision rules in Figure 3 reveal that candidates with cosine similarity above 0.993 and a modified Hausdorff distance below 12.79 m are predicted as matches. The error happens because both Hausdorff distances are below the threshold. Nonetheless, only the non-matching example has a cosine similarity above the threshold of 0.993.

![Figure 4](image_url)

(a) A false negative.  
(b) A false positive.

**Figure 4.** Two incorrectly detected relations. The "x" markers belong to the first coordinate in the respective line string, showing that the edges are oriented in the same directions.

4.2. ROUTESAMPLER

After all manual corrections, the ROUTESAMPLER output achieved 95.06% of the input count at 4214 locations. The GEH was below five for 94.49% of the edges with counting information. There were 18 warnings of no routes passing an edge. With the upscaled probe counts as count data, there were 4.7% of the edges with 5 < GEH ≤ 10 and 0.7% with GEH > 10. Further summary statistics are shown in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total Count</th>
<th>Achieved</th>
<th>Underflow</th>
<th>Overflow</th>
<th>GEH &lt; 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Statistics</td>
<td>881,521</td>
<td>838,015</td>
<td>43,838</td>
<td>−332</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A total of 838,015 vehicle counts were successfully modeled. Visual inspection of the simulation in the SUMO GUI did not show any traffic jams or other unwanted effects within the targeted simulation period, i.e., 3600 s. Figure 5a depicts the corresponding modeled count numbers for the input counts. Overall, the plot looks like a 45° straight, which would represent a perfect agreement. However, the agreement appears less obvious for input counts below 900. There was a significant outlier for an input count of 1540, which belongs to a redundant edge that was not appropriately converted from the OSM to the SUMO network. For input counts exceeding 2500, there was an excellent agreement. Figure 5b shows a similar pattern. For 80% of the edges, the affinity was at least 80%. For almost 40% of the edges, the affinity was close to 100%. The routes selected by ROUTESAMPLER, thus, appear to be in good agreement with the probe counts that served as the input.
4.3. Microscopic Simulation in SUMO

The final simulation showed no warnings regarding emergency braking or vehicles disappearing due to waiting too long. Also, a visual inspection of the cars moving on the map within the SUMO GUI showed no traffic jams. Cars were waiting at crossings or traffic signals, which appears reasonable around noon in the selected area. Table 6 gives an overview of final summary statistics regarding the sums of vehicles, trips, and their behavior in the simulation. After a ramp-up phase of approximately 1000 s, the number of running vehicles settled to around 4200 to 4300. This also applies to the number of active vehicles at the end of the simulation. The average trip length is slightly above 14 km, which may seem pretty high, but can be explained by the two prominent highways in the scenario. Similarly, the mean trip duration was just above ten minutes. No teleports, emergency stops, or collisions were happening in the simulation.

Table 6. Summary statistics on the traffic simulation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statistic</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of vehicles ¹</td>
<td>23,192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final running vehicles</td>
<td>4318</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final waiting vehicles</td>
<td>3468</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total vehicle trips</td>
<td>18,874</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean route length in km</td>
<td>14.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean velocity in m/s</td>
<td>24.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean trip duration in s</td>
<td>627.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean waiting time in s</td>
<td>15.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teleports ²</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency stops</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collisions</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹ Inserted vehicles. ² Those happen if there is a too long waiting time (default: >300 s) for a vehicle.

Figure 6b shows the distribution of vehicles’ mean speeds on the street network’s edges. The two motorways in the network are the roads associated with the highest speeds. However, for the nearly vertical motorway in the map, the velocities diminish where the motorway crosses the city of Erlangen to a level of 20 to 25 m/s. From a simulation perspective, this is comprehensive since there are many on-ramps and speed limits, as Figure 6a reveals. Generally, the simulated velocities match the speed limits very well, which is in line with the observation that there are no traffic jams in the network.
5. Discussion

5.1. Road Network Matching

The differences in road networks targeted by prior road-network-matching approaches and their varying data sources make it hard to compare the accuracy of our approach to previous ones. However, we can state that an F1-score of 95.6% implies state-of-the-art performance for our road networks to be matched. The precision of 92.7% being lower than the recall of 98.8% is less desirable than vice versa for our application in this paper since false positives imply inconsistencies in the count data and worsen the traffic simulation. At the same time, (some) missing values should not impede the simulation that much. However, we alleviated this issue by visually inspecting the simulation afterward and correcting the most significant underflow edges after executing ROUTESAMPLER.

Following the insights from the two exemplary mismatches in the Results Section and further examples we viewed, there may be non-matches above the thresholds in the decision tree and matches below the thresholds. These findings only allow for the conclusion that, for even better road network matching, there would need to be either more or different similarity metrics or other, more complex rules arranging comparisons alongside these metrics. Using gradient-boosted trees, we had already allowed for more complicated rules without significant improvement. More specifically, the better results of the gradient-boosted trees for the training road network and the worse performance on samples from the more extensive target network imply that the gradient-boosted trees model had been overfitted to the data in the small network or there is some concept drift from the small to the extensive network. Furthermore, we presented way more metrics than modified Hausdorff distance and cosine similarity, which the ML model finally considered. Thus, we assumed there is little room for improvement with solely geometric features. Subsequently, further ML-based approaches should include—if, as in our case, there is no consistent semantic information—at least some contextual measures, such as strokes.

When comparing the performance of our road-matching approach to the ones reported in the literature, the judgment very much depends on the network types: For networks with very few nearby and parallel streets, Zuo et al.’s approach [23] outperformed our approach with an F1-scores of up to 97.3%, while the more complex networks they tested yielded F1-scores of only 85.3%. Juxtaposing our approach with the method from Yu et al. [20], it still remains competitive: they reported a recall of 91.7% and a precision-like metric of 93.3%. The only method with consistently higher F1-scores of at least 97% for two test sites and also an extensive comparison to other methods on the same test sites is the min-cost network flow approach by Wu et al. [21]. However, we did not have a chance to apply their method to our road network and see how it would perform there.
A significant strength of our road-matching approach is the ease of applicability. The method does not contain complex pre-processing steps like stroke building or prescribe fixed threshold values for similarity metrics, which would need to be adjusted for another network with systematic differences. No manual steps are required after one initial labeling effort and splitting labeled matched edges from two networks. Further, the machine learning model adapts to each network and, in that way, can learn the most appropriate similarity thresholds for the network. Also, we made the code and the model publicly available for further applications and for using the method as a benchmark.

5.2. Traffic Simulation

While the average metrics with a total achieved count of 94.49% of the edge data file count and median underflow and overflow results reflect a decent microscopic modeling of demand in the selected area, some edges still have significant underflow. An inspection of the 50 edges with the highest deviation shows that the multitude of those mismatches results from problems with the road network matching, especially near crossings. A potential reason is that the exact shape of intersections is often not accurately modeled in OSM (compare, e.g., [3]). Edges comprising the intersection, thus, cannot be matched appropriately with edges from a more accurate, private company’s street network. Furthermore, we found many missed probe counts to belong to edges near the fringe of the road network without a preceding edge. This can be due to two reasons: First, there may be some probe count “gaps” at OSM edges without a corresponding Tomtom edge resulting from the differences in edge lengths between the networks. While the optimization in the simulation can handle edges without restrictions, having fewer constraints still can impact the quality of modeled traffic. Second, the simulation potentially could not sample enough routes at those fringe edges because even a fringe factor of 50 did not allow sampling enough routes at some fringe edges or, due to time constraints, not enough vehicles could be inserted. Either way, those mismatches disappear when moving away from the fringes. Nonetheless, the final flow count deviation being smaller than the road network matching errors indicates that the steps related to the actual traffic simulation and route sampler are pretty accurate. A near-perfect road network matching with a nearly perfectly consistent edge data file is necessary for achieving even higher agreement of the counting data and the simulation output.

Regarding the traffic simulation, comparisons with other scenarios are problematic, as well, since most scenarios have yet to be objectively evaluated due to missing data. The simulation in this paper stands out in that there are many traffic counts derived from probe counts, and there is a high agreement between simulated traffic flow and those input counts. In comparison, there have been studies with a higher reported agreement of simulation and detector data (e.g., [9] with edge count mismatches of close to zero percent with an insertion rate of 6000 vehicles per hour). However, regarding the percentage of edges with GEH < 5, our 94.49% exceed the results from [9] for any insertion rate. In addition, their map images with sensors imply that they have much fewer edges with road counts to be met, so it may be easier to fulfill the restrictions with more “random” traffic on other edges.

The statistics of our modeled trips compare well with the simulation scenario from [1]. While their simulation generated approximately 29,000 trips per hour with up to 15,000 running vehicles, it was 18,874 with 4300 running vehicles in our simulation. Their higher number of running vehicles, albeit a smaller simulation area (400 km² as opposed to 930 km²), can be explained by the city of Cologne being much bigger and having a way higher population density than the city of Erlangen with surrounding rural areas. The simulation scenario introduced by [16] provides significantly more trips per hour, with 91,783, but also has many more cars in the simulation, with up to 20,000 running vehicles. The Turin simulation having slightly disproportionately more trips indicates that the trips in the simulation are shorter than in our simulation, which seems plausible since their scenario is more urban than the one in this paper. In addition, we excluded the least significant
road types from our simulation scenario, which may also have moved the distribution of simulated trips to longer trips.

5.3. Limitations

A limitation of this work is the penetration rate of the probe counts. While the overall penetration rate is significantly higher than reported in earlier works relying on or integrating FCD, the assumption of a constant upscaling factor from probe counts to actual traffic counts is not (yet) realistic. We used the median as an upscaling factor for a more robust metric to avoid skewing our upscaling factor because of outliers. Still, a non-constant, for example, road-type-dependent upscaling might be more accurate. Due to too few real detectors in the area of investigation, we did not have enough data to derive a finer upscaling model. Less data on minor roads should be bearable for the use cases targeted with this simulation framework. These aim was at vehicle-based collaborative sensing only, where a reliably high number of vehicles is permanently available within at least one hour. Thus, replication with richer detector data will be needed to have more refined upscaling approaches prospectively. In addition, increasing penetration rates in the future may alleviate these concerns.

Furthermore, the work shows a specific one-hour scenario on a particular day. We only have the probe counts available today, so this paper cannot extend the proposed methods to other scenarios. However, the strategies should still be generalizable with the following considerations: First, in this work, we already figured that the ratio of probe counts to public traffic counts varies over time and different street types. Thus, for any scenario where probe counts are upscaled to meet public traffic counts, this shall happen on the finest spatial and temporal scale possible. Second, the upscaling factors seemed relatively constant for motorways and significant streets, especially applicable to large-scale scenarios focusing on essential streets. If those constraints are acceptable, the methods proposed in this scenario should work well for other scenarios, i.e., times or areas. Since the ML approach for road network matching will automatically detect the most appropriate threshold values for pre-defined similarity metrics for a pre-labeled dataset, we recommend manually labeling a small, but representative subset of a street network of interest. After some manual corrections, the parameters for the traffic simulation can then be selected to meet the specific scenario.

6. Conclusions

This work proposed a new method to model a microscopic traffic simulation for 930 km² areas: high-resolution probe counts from a navigation service provider were upscaled with low-resolution traffic counts from a traffic authority. After introducing a simple, yet generalizable road network matching approach, we mapped these data with 4214 counting locations to an OSM map suitable for a SUMO traffic simulation. The simulation results achieved a 94.49% agreement of output traffic flow and input counting data. Further evaluation metrics indicated a good agreement between the input and modeled traffic counts. Furthermore, visually inspecting the traffic simulation, we did not observe any inconsistent behavior.

Thus, including probe counts can yield fairly consistent microscopic simulations whose flow values’ realism approximates the measured probe counts. The simulation’s results could be even more realistic with a more accurate road-network-matching approach. The one proposed in this work, with the strength of being easy to apply and easily adjusted to other networks and different kinds of road networks without the necessity of experimenting on different threshold values for similarity metrics, is limited by its precision of 92.7% on the evaluation data.

The encouraging results imply that road-network-matching research should make its most promising approaches available to obtain an even better agreement of the input and modeled counts. An implication for the industry is that probe counts could also serve as the input for high-quality and large-scale traffic simulations with associated business
models. Progress in that field could accelerate traffic simulation evaluation in many ways since, in future works, edge counts, vehicle velocities, and routes in large-scale microscopic simulations could be validated reliably.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

- BAYSIS: BAYerisches StraßenInformationsSystem
- CAV: Connected and Automated Vehicle
- FCD: floating car data
- GEH: Geoffrey E. Havers
- ML: machine learning
- O-D: origin–destination
- OSM: OpenStreetMap
- SUMO: Simulation of Urban Mobility
- VANET: vehicular ad hoc network

**Appendix A. Similarity Metrics**

**Appendix A.1. Sinuosity Similarity**

Our implementation of sinuosity similarity is

\[
\text{Similarity}_{\text{Sin}} = \frac{\min(\text{Sinuosity}(A), \text{Sinuosity}(B))}{\max(\text{Sinuosity}(A), \text{Sinuosity}(B))},
\]

where sinuosity as described in [42] is defined as

\[
\text{Sinuosity} = \frac{\text{Length of road segment}}{\text{Distance between the road segment’s start and end point}}.
\]

**Appendix A.2. Discrete Fréchet Distance**

The Discrete Fréchet distance [43] is defined as:

\[
\delta_{DF}(P, Q) = \min \left\{||L|| \mid L \text{ is a coupling between } P \text{ and } Q\right\},
\]

where a coupling \(L\) is a sequence

\[
(u_{a_1}, v_{b_1}), (u_{a_2}, v_{b_2}), ..., (u_{a_m}, v_{b_m})
\]

and \(||L||\) is

\[
||L|| = \max_{i=1,...,m} d(u_{a_i}, v_{b_i}),
\]
where \( P \) and \( Q \) are polygonal curves and \( \sigma(P) = (u_1, ..., u_p) \) and \( \sigma(Q) = (v_1, ..., v_q) \) are the corresponding sequences [43], or points representing a line string in the scope of this paper.
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